ALASKA COURT SYSTEM
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR
ADMINISTRATIVE BULLETIN NO. 83
(Revised November 3, 2020)

TO:

ALL HOLDERS OF ADMINISTRATIVE BULLETIN SETS:
All Justices
Senior Staff
All Judges
Court Analysts
Area Court Administrators
Central Services
Clerk of the Appellate Courts
Judicial Services
Rural Court Administrators
APD Warrants
All Clerks of Court
All Magistrates Judges
Law Libraries at Anchorage, Fairbanks and Juneau
OTHERS: Department of Public Safety, Department of Law Criminal Division,
Municipal Police Chiefs, and Municipal Prosecutors

SUBJECT: Minor Offense Citations, Complaints, and Information: Required Contents

This bulletin is issued pursuant to Minor Offense Rule 3(c). The term “minor offense”
is defined in Minor Offense Rule 2. Because misdemeanors and Class C felonies may
also be charged on a citation, the form of the citation described in this bulletin includes
fields necessary when criminal offenses are charged on a citation.

Dated:

November 3, 2020

/s/
Stacey Marz
Administrative Director

Bulletin History: Originally issued March 7, 2013, effective April 15, 2013; revised
effective June 24, 2014; revised effective January 1, 2017; revised effective February
15, 2019; and revised November 3, 2020.
The February 15, 2019, amended revisions include:
•

A new heading “ Section 1 Citations”, and

•

Several sections were modified to include required information for Complaints
and Information’s filed in minor offense cases.

•

Appendix A was revised to display the 12-06-2018 version of the Department of
Public Safety’s Alaska Uniform Citation approved by the Alaska Court System.

The November 3, 2020 amended revision eliminates the field requirements in C. for
Underage Consuming cases.
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A.

Format
1.

Paper Citations.
Paper citations must be printed on 8.5” x 11” paper and must look
exactly like the paper citation form approved by the Alaska Court System
(ACS) for the Department of Public Safety (DPS). The approved citation
is shown in Appendix A. The Alaska Uniform Citation published by the
DPS is available without charge to all agencies authorized to issue
citations.

2.

Electronic Citations.
Agencies that want to file minor offense citations electronically with the
court system must comply with Minor Offense Rule 22. Agencies may
either use the TraCS electronic citation software available from DPS or
develop their own electronic citation solution. Agencies must contact the
court system’s Information Services Department for the required
technical specifications. The printed version of electronic citations must
look exactly like the printed version of the TraCS electronic citation
approved by the ACS.

B.

Required Contents
1.

A citation, complaint or information must include the information required
by Minor Offense Rule 3(b). A complaint must meet the requirements of
Criminal Rule 3(a). An information must meet the requirements of
Criminal Rule (c)(1).

2.

Defendant and Offense
a.

Each citation may name only one defendant and only one offense.
Minor Offense Rule 3(a).

b.

A complaint or information may include more than one defendant
and more than one offense.
Each defendant joined in an
information or complaint will be assigned a separate case number.
The prosecuting authority must provide the court with an additional
copy of the charging document for each defendant’s case file.
Minor Offense Rule 4(b).

c.

Except as provided in (d), a citation, complaint, or information must
name an individual as the defendant and must list the following:
(1)

the defendant’s full name, including middle name or initial,
if middle name or initial is known;
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d.

(2)

the defendant’s date of birth, if known;

(3)

the defendant’s driver’s license number or state
identification number, if known, including the issuing state
and whether the license is a commercial driver’s license;

(4)

the defendant’s mailing and residence address;

(5)

the defendant’s phone numbers, if known; and

(6)

the defendant’s APSIN ID, if known.

Businesses, corporations, limited liability companies and other
entities named as defendants. Minor Offense Rule 3(h).
(1)

Sole Proprietorship. A citation, complaint, or information
listing a sole proprietorship as defendant must name the
owner of the business as the defendant and provide the
information in b above. The name of the business must be
listed in the description of the offense. The citation or
summons must be served on the owner of the business as
provided in 9 below.

(2)

Corporation and Limited Liability Company. A citation,
complaint, or information listing a corporation or limited
liability company as defendant must name the corporation or
company as the defendant. The mailing address for the
entity must be listed on the citation, complaint, or
information. The officer must serve the citation or summons
on the on-site manager, a managing member, an officer, a
managing or general agent, or on any other agent authorized
by appointment or by law to receive service of process. If
service cannot be made on one of the above in Alaska,
service may be made as provided in AS 10.06.175(b) or
10.50.065(b). The mailing address for the entity must be
listed on the citation, complaint, or information. The citation
or summons must name the person served.

(3)

Partnership, Unincorporated Association or Other Entity.
A citation, complaint, or information listing a partnership,
unincorporated association or other entity as defendant must
name the entity as the defendant and must be served on a
person designated for that entity in Civil Rule 4. The mailing
address for the entity must be listed on the citation,
complaint, or information. The citation or summons must
name the person served.
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e. Classification of Offense
(1)

f.

The citation, complaint, or information must state whether
the offense is being charged as a:
(a)

minor offense under the Minor Offense Rules,

(b)

criminal offense, or

(c)

“Under 21 Minor Refusal/Driving offense”. 1

(2)

For fish and game offenses, the citation, complaint, or
information must indicate whether the offense is being
charged as a strict liability violation. 2

(3)

Citations must indicate if an offense is a commercial fishing
offense.

State Laws Adopted by Reference by Municipalities
If a municipality has adopted state statutes or regulations by
reference, the citation, complaint, or information must list the
statute or regulation being charged and indicate that it was
adopted by reference.

3.

Uniform Table of Minor Offenses (UMOT)
The citation, complaint, or information must include the statute, regulation
or ordinance that the defendant is alleged to have violated as identified in
the uniform table of minor offenses maintained by the court system. Minor
Offense Rule 3(b). Both the number and the description must match the
number and description listed in the table. If a federal commercial motor
vehicle regulation adopted by state law (17 AAC) is charged, the 49 CFR
regulation must be cited.

1

The offense category “Under 21 Refusal/Driving” refers to the offenses in AS 28.35.280-.290 or similar
municipal ordinances. These offenses are in a separate category on the citation form because (1) even
though they are classified as violations, they are assigned an underage consuming case number, and (2)
criminal rules rather than minor offense rules apply to them. See Minor Offense Rule 18 and
Administrative Bulletin 7, Section II.N.
2

Since most fish & game offenses may be charged as either a misdemeanor or a strict liability violation
(minor offense), the officer or prosecutor must indicate on the citation, complaint, or information how the
offense is being charged.
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4.

Plaintiff
The citation, complaint, or information must list the appropriate plaintiff as
follows:

5.

a.

If the offense is a state statute or regulation and the issuing agency
is a state agency, the plaintiff must be listed as the State of Alaska.

b.

If the offense is a state statute or regulation that has been adopted
by reference by a municipality and the issuing agency is a
municipal agency, the plaintiff must be listed as the municipality.

c.

If the offense is a municipal ordinance, the plaintiff must be listed as
the municipality.

Agency ID
The citation must list the agency ID issued by DPS for the issuing
agency.

6.

Rule Requirements
As stated in Minor Offense 3(c), citations must include:
a.

The essential facts constituting the offense charged. If necessary,
the offense description field should be used to list any additional
facts not provided in other fields that are necessary to establish the
essential facts.

b.

If a defendant is charged with one of the following the offenses, the
underlying criminal case number must be listed on the citation:
(1)

AS 11.56.730(d)(3) – Failure to Appear, or

(2)

Any municipal ordinance similar to the above that is
classified as a violation or other minor offense.

c.

Notice of the defendant’s rights listed in AS 12.25.200, as shown in
the approved DPS citation form in Appendix A.

d.

The procedure for responding to the citation, as shown in the
approved DPS citation form in Appendix A, including whether the
offense is a mandatory court appearance offense, optional
appearance offense, or a correctable offense.

e.

The consequences of failure to respond, as shown in the approved
DPS citation form in Appendix A.
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f.

7.

If forfeiture of seized items is authorized by statute or ordinance,
the citation must list the seized items and the statute or ordinance
that authorized the forfeiture. The defendant’s response section
must explain that a no contest plea will result in forfeiture of any
seized item listed on the citation. The consequences section must
explain that failure to respond will result in forfeiture of any seized
item listed on the citation.

Penalty Information
The citation must inform the defendant of the following:

8.

a.

any applicable bail forfeiture amount established by the supreme
court or scheduled fine amount established by municipal
ordinance;

b.

Any applicable surcharge amount required by law;

c.

the number of driver license points that will be assessed if the
defendant is convicted of the alleged offense;

d.

if the offense is an optional court appearance offense, the total
amount due; and

e.

if the offense is correctable and, if so, the type of proof defendant
must show in order to have the citation dismissed.

DPS Requirements
In addition to meeting the requirements of this bulletin, all citations filed
with the court must comply with any standards adopted by DPS under
AS 12.25.175. Minor Offense Rule 3(d).

9.

Social Security Number – Must Not Appear
The defendant’s social security number must not appear on a citation,
complaint, or information. Minor Offense Rules 3(e) and 4(b).

10.

Probable Cause and Service of Citation
The officer must state on the citation that the officer has probable cause to
believe the defendant committed the offense but need not state the
grounds for the probable cause determination beyond the essential facts.
The officer must certify, under penalty of perjury, on the citation that the
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information in the citation is true 3 and must state which of the following
methods set out in Minor Offense Rule 3(g) was used to serve the citation
on the defendant:

11.

a.

Personal service by handing the citation to the defendant. If the
defendant is a corporation, limited liability company, or partnership,
the citation must name the person served.

b.

By leaving it on property that is the subject of the offense.

c.

By any other method of service allowed by Civil Rule 4 that requires
a separate proof of service at filing. 4

Offenses Involving Motor Vehicles
a.

If a motor vehicle offense is charged, the citation, complaint, or
information must indicate if the offense occurred in a traffic safety
corridor or a highway work zone as provided in AS 28.90.030.

b.

If an offense involves a motor vehicle accident, the citation,
complaint, or information must indicate whether the accident
resulted in the death of a person. 5

c.

For speeding offenses, the citation, complaint, or information
must list the defendant’s speed and the speed zone

d.

If the offense involves a motor vehicle and if the defendant holds
a commercial driver’s license (CDL) or is driving a commercial
motor vehicle (CMV), the citation, complaint, or information must
indicate whether the offense resulted in physical injury to a
person; 6

3

Minor Offense Rule 3(f).

4

Minor Offense Rule 3(g)(2)(C).

5

AS 28.05.151(e) states: “The supreme court, in establishing scheduled amounts of bail under this
section, and each municipality that establishes or has established a fine schedule under this section may
not allow for the disposition of an offense without court appearance for a person who is cited for violation
of the traffic laws in connection with a motor vehicle accident if the accident resulted in the death of a
person. In this subsection, ‘traffic laws’ has the meaning give in AS 28.15.261.” Also, see AS
28.33.1409(a) (10) about the possible disqualification of CDL by the Division of Motor Vehicles if
negligent operation of a CMV causes a fatality.
6

AS 28.33.140 states: “Conviction resulting in disqualification from driving commercial vehicle. (a) In
addition to any court action or administrative action in this or any other jurisdiction, conviction of a person
who holds or is required to have a commercial driver's license of any of the following offenses is grounds
for immediate disqualification from driving a commercial motor vehicle for the periods set out in this
section: …(6) a serious traffic violation.”
The term “serious traffic violation” is defined in
AS 28.33.190(16)(D): “violation of a law or ordinance relating to traffic control, which was determined by
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12.

Commercial Motor Vehicle Offenses
If an offense involves the use of a commercial motor vehicle as defined
in AS 28.90.990(a)(2), the citation, complaint, or information must
indicate if the motor vehicle is:
a. over 10,000 lbs,
b. over 26,000 lbs,
c. designed to transport more than 15 passengers, or
d. used in the transportation of hazardous materials. 7

13.

Game Restitution
If a mandatory court appearance offense involves the unlawful taking of
an animal listed in AS 16.05.925(b), the citation must name the animal
taken and list the restitution amount listed in the statute.

C.

Fields Listed on Citation Not Required for Minor Offenses
The following are not required to be listed on the citation, complaint, or
information when a minor offense is charged. These fields are only required
when a misdemeanor or Class Felony case is filed. These fields are not
required for an offense that must be filed as an Underage Consuming case
under Minor Offense Rule 18.
1.

APSIN ID (Alaska Public Safety Information Number Identification)

2.

ATN (arrest tracking number)

3.

CTN (charge tracking number)

the court by a preponderance of the evidence to have been a factor in causing physical injury to a
person;”
7
“Lbs.” means the “gross vehicle weight rating or gross combination weight rating.” AS 19.10.399,
AS 28.40.100, and 17 AAC 25.250.
The regulations in 13 AAC 03 apply to any vehicle or combination which (1) has a gross vehicle weight
rating or gross combination weight rating greater than 26,000 pounds, or (2) is designed to transport
more than 15 passengers, including the driver, or (3) is used to transport hazardous materials. See AS
28.40.100(a)(2) for a more complete definition of “commercial motor vehicle” as applied to the offenses in
chapter 03 of 13 AAC. This definition applies to all the statutes in Title 28 and all the regulations adopted
under Title 28. Note that this definition does not apply to the statutes in AS 19.20.300-.399 (Commercial
Motor Vehicle Requirements) or to the regulations in 17 AAC 25 (Commercial Vehicle Motor Vehicles).
The regulations in 17 AAC 25 apply to any vehicle or any combination which either (1) has a gross
vehicle weight rating or gross combination vehicle weight rating greater than 10,000 pounds, or (2) is
designed to transport more than 15 passengers, including the driver, or (3) is used to transport hazardous
materials. See 17 AAC 25.250(1) and AS 19.10.399(1).
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APPENDIX A – PAPER CITATION
Paper citations must be printed on 8.5” x 11” paper in at least four-part sets, as
follows:
Original to be filed with the court or the city (printed on white paper)
One copy for the agency (printed on pink paper)
One copy for the defendant to keep (printed on green paper)
One copy for the defendant to mail with response (printed on white paper)
Paper citations must look exactly like the paper citation form approved by the Alaska
Court System (ACS) for the Department of Public Safety (DPS). The front of the
citation and the back of each of the four copies are shown below.
Front of Citation
Back of Original Citation
Back of Defendant’s Copy to
Keep
Back of Defendant’s Copy to Mail

See page 10
See page 11
See page 12
See page 13. This copy is identical to the
back of the defendant’s copy to keep on
page 12.

The Alaska Uniform Citation published by the DPS is available without charge to all
agencies authorized to issue citations.
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